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experience are somewhat similar. Children of the upper
.social classes are superior in their language development to
underprivileged children. This superiority has been found
to represent a difference of about eight months in linguistic
development. .Girls, in general, maturing faster than boys
and apparently always more interested in language, tend to
have larger vocabularies.
Several kindergarten and first grade vocabulary lists have
been compiled. Madeline Horn's18 list comprises the 1,000
words most frequently used by kindergarten children; Ernest
Horn 19 has published a similar list of words used by first-
grade children. Gates 20 prepared a primary word list built
on a composite basis including words contained in primary
readers and children's literature, words used by children in
conversation, the 2,500 words of highest frequency as deter-
mined by the Thorndike count, and additional words in the
first thousand of the Horn list and from other studies.
Richness of Vocabulary. — By the end of the eighth year
the child's vocabulary has increased not only in size but also
in richness of meaning. A six-year-old is likely to define a
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fig. 3.   illustrating increase in associations with a word
balloon as "What you go up in" or "to play with." An eight-
year-old can describe the balloon as "a great big thing that
goes up in the air with people in it/' A six-year-old is
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